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Overview 
 

Summery 
 

In RMORS (pronounced as “remorse”) you are the chief administrator of either China or Japan’s 

space program in a race to be the first to reach the moon. In this alternative time line story, you’ll be 

participating in a post-WWII Cold War scenario where the space race was used as a means of avoiding 

the Korean and Vietnam wars. 

 

Gameplay 
 

RMORS is a resource-based, real-time strategy game in minimalist style. The game will have very 

few graphics and those it does will have a retro CGA/vector style. RMORS is a fun game for one or more 

players that consumes little battery power, making it perfect for mobile or online browser play. 

 

Mindset 
 

Set in the Cold War era, the players of RMORS will be intrigued by the story of espionage, 

propaganda, and nationalism in this retro-scifi. 

 

Inspirational Works 
 

The inspiration for RMORS comes from the following: A Dark Room, Buzz Aldrin’s Race into 

Space, Lunar Lander, and Space War/Asteroids.    
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Map/board structure and workflow 
 

LVL 0 = game world 

[Game World] LVL 1 = China Complex, Japan Complex, Space, The Moon 

[Each Complex] LVL 2 = Admin Office, Garage, Barracks, Research Lab, JPL Lab, Manufactory, 

Assembly, Launch Pad, Astronaut Training, Radio Array 

[Space] LVL 2 = Liftoff, Mission Flight, Re-Entry, Quarantine 

[The Moon] LVL 2 = Landing, Surface Exploration, Liftoff, Docking   

Players experience the game as well as all interaction takes place at level 2 on the game board.  

The Game board can also be represented as: 

 

Game world 

| 

  China Complex  Japan Complex  Space   Moon 

   |   |     |       | 

  Admin Office  Admin Office  Liftoff   Landing 

  Garage   Garage   Mission Flight  Surface Ex 

  Barracks  Barracks  Re-Entry  Liftoff 

  Research Lab  Research Lab   Quarantine  Docking 

  JPL Lab   JPL Lab 

  Manufactory  Manufactory 

  Assembly  Assembly 

  Launch Pad  Launch Pad 

  Astro-Training  Astro-Training 

  Radio Array  Radio Array  
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Victory Condition 
 

RMORS can be “won” by controlling 4 of 7 landing zones on the moon. Landing zones are 

accessed through the Mission Flight with the proper PLAN and are controlled by planting flags during the 

Lunar Exploration gameplay. 

Along the way, there are a number of sub-goals and achievements involving exceeding the steps 

to the moon before your opponent does. 

 

Time 
 

The game progresses through time at an accelerated pace starting January 13th, 1953 and 

ending at the victory condition by the player or the opponent. There is no “time-out” condition.  

The pace of the clock can be controlled by either player. Speed up by paperwork, or slowed 

down by tea.  

The game also has a day/night cycle that can affect features and variables. For example, your 

Complex building helpers will go home at night and arrive in the morning. 
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Complexes 
 

Each side of space race, the Player and the Opponent, has their own Space Complex. Japan’s 

Complex is JapanComplex and China’s is ChinaComplex. Each complex is made up of buildings in which 

the Player or the Opponent can interact to create the resources, equipment, and personal necessary to 

make the trip to Space [LVL 1] (accessed through the Lanchpad Building), and ultimately, the Moon[LVL 

1] (accessed through the Mission Flight).  

The player experiences the game as the program administrator in charge of their complex. 

While at first it may seem as if the Player and the Opponent have no interaction, they will soon unlock 

the option to engage in propaganda and espionage tactics with one another. 

Code 
 The Complex objects is the main object that the players interacts with. It is essentially their 

score board and unlocks, hence why each has their own instance. 

GameWorld{ 

}  
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Buildings 
 

Buildings (LVL 2 on the design schematic) are the areas that the player can explore. Player starts 

in the Admin office and quickly unlocks the garage which is used to create other buildings. Each building 

is made up of rooms and stats that allows the player to interact with their or their opponent’s complex, 

and eventually allow them access to Space and The Moon. 

 

Helpers 
 

Each building has an AI character called the helper. The helper provides help/tutorial 

information, story progression, and automated building management.  

Code 
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Rooms 
 

As of version 0.09 Alpha, buildings are made up of rooms (previously called upgrades), which is 

the point of interaction for the player. These rooms can be traversed in the normal cardinal directions of 

traditional Text Adventures. As players upgrade their building, it creates a new room by attaching it to 

an existing room in the building. The first room of the building is referred to as the “Seed Room”. 
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Admin Office 
 

This is the first building you start off in. The Admin Office is the player’s source of information.  

The Assistant 
The player is provided with an assistant. The assistant arrives in the morning and leaves at night. 

The assistant can provide hints, or be assigned tasks. 

Possible future AI social interactions.  

 

PPb - Push Paperwork Button 
 

This is the first building you start off in. It contains the “push paperwork button” (PPb). The PPb 

raises a constantly lowering meter called the PPm, which has a range of 0.1f to 1.0f. The lower the PPm 

the slower time advances, the higher the PPm the quicker time advances. The feature could be useful in 

multiplayer mode too.   
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Drink Tea 
 

The player can drink tea made by their assistant. Counter to the PPb, drinking tea slows the 

game down. 

 

Building Population 
 

The Admin office has a base population of ¼. 1 is the minimum population of the admin office 

and represents the player. The population is expandable by upgrading the Administration office. New 

administrators appear randomly when the population is below the maximum.  

 

Buttons 
 

 Push Paper Work 

 Get Mail 

 Check the Budget (appears by Event) 

 Audit Space Program (requires 2 administrators) 

 Plan a Mission (requires Launch Pad + Assembly + Manufactory) 

 Upgrade Administrative Office (requires Garage + barracks + resources) 

 Change Building/Travel (requires Garage) 

 

Events 
 

The PPb also creates an increased chance of a random event happening. Events are different 

depending on which complex or building you are in. Pushing the PPb gives a textout that is a witty glib 

about office work. A low PPm could return a comment about how much work needs to be done, or a 

high PPm could likewise be reflected in a text out. 

Example Events- 

Name: Budget Approval 

Condition: 4+ PPb Clicks and Check Budget locked 

Effect: Unlocks Check Budget 
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Textout: The Budget for the space program has been approved by the parliament. You can now 

track your spending at any time. 

 

 

Name: Garage Open 

Condition: PPm > 0.8f and Garage is locked 

Effect: Garage unlocked 

Textout: The garage is now open. The men are ready to get to work. 

 

Resources 
 

 Paperwork – Paper work is a useless resource. It is generated by the depletion of the PPm. The 

Admin office starts off with 3,000 Paperwork and pushing the PPb subtracts 10. It is there to 

give the player a sense of satisfaction, and to remind them to push the PPb. 

 Currency – is acquired after each budget cycle from the budget committee or by completing 

objectives in the Budget Screen. 

 

Get Mail 
Soon after pushing the paperwork you have the ability to get the mail once a day, which gives 

random amounts of paperwork, currency, and other goodies. Building the mailroom upgrade to the 

Admin Office will bring in more items. 

 

Budget Screen 
 

The Budget Screen displays the current funds, project future funds, spending, and bonus 

objectives. Players receive a monthly stipend of currency from their government based on their 

reputation. Reputation can be increased or decreased based on mission success and failure as well as by 

their interactions with the press. 

Having excessive amounts of paperwork (greater than 20,000), results in a downgrade in 

reputation, and thus a smaller budget stipend. 
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Audit Screen 
 

Displays Score information, statistics, and info on who is winning the space race. 

 

Planning a Mission 
 

Set up a mission of preset parameters with currently researched equipment (see Research and 

JPL labs), called the PLAN. 

The PLAN is sent to the manufactory building and non-existing PARTS are built and sent to the 

assembly along with the PLAN. 

The Assembly assembles the PARTS in to a ROCKET that is sent to the launch pad along with the 

PLAN. 

From the Launch Pad, the mission can be launched. 

The PLAN can be scrubbed at any time from any above facility. 

 

PLAN{ 
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Upgrades 
 

The Admin office can be upgraded to increase population and assign focused duties such as 

paperwork mill, mail room, budget office, and auditing office, thus providing more information in the 

appropriate reports. 

  

Garage 
 

The garage is the second building the player receives in the game. It is a free building. This 

building receives supplies and allows the construction of other buildings. 
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Population 
 

The base population of the garage is 4/6, 3 workers and 1 union boss (see Types of Workers). 

Population can increase by upgrading, same as admin building. 1 worker performs 1 work per tick in 

game time. If too much work is backed up, workers will go on strike, in which they will only perform 

work on the garage. 

The garage comes two base upgrades: 1 Cargo Bay and 1 Storeroom 

 

Buttons 
 

 Talk to Union Boss 

 Build a New Building 

 Check Receivables 

 Review Work Orders 

 Upgrade Garage (available after barracks built) 

 Change Building 

 

Talk to Union Foreman 
 

Talking to the foreman give a status report on the happiness of the workers and gives tutorial 

like advice as a textout. 

 

Build New Buildings 
 

Creating a new building requires resources. With the right resources the player can build other 

buildings. Once the player chooses to construct a building it is added to the WORK ORDER queue. Each 

building has a designated number of build points needed to make the building active and usable. 

Workers will only work on the project on the top of that queue. New buildings selected to be built go to 

the bottom of the WORK ORDER queue.  

Choosing to add a new building to the WORK ORDER queue consumes the needed resources. 
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Resources 
 

 Steel 

 Concrete 

 Glass  

 Conduit 

 Wires 

 circuits 

 Microchips 

 Plastic 

 Space Age Material 

 

Check Receivables 
 

This button will bring in a number of resources from the above list. There is a refectory period in 

between button presses. The more cargo bay upgrades, the more resources acquired and better 

chances of a high drop, the more storage room upgrades, the shorter the refectory period between 

presses. 

 

Review Work Order 
 

The WORK ORDER queue is a queue of new buildings and upgrades that need building. Here that 

list can be rearranged as need. Rearranging the order is not resource penalized, but instead too much 

rearranging can push the workers towards a strike. Workers will only work on the project on the top of 

the queue, but moving a build order down the list does not negate progress. Building projects cannot be 

canceled. 

 

Upgrades 
 

Name: Cargo bay 

Cost: 500 concrete, 50*x currency (x=# of cargobays) 

Function: Increases Resource drop quality 
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Name: Supply Room 

Cost: 50 steel, 75*x currency (x=# of Supply rooms) 

Function: reduces refraction time between resource drops 

 

Name: Breakroom 

Cost: 50 concrete, 25 steel, 100*x currency (…) 

Function: increase worker population cap by 6 

 

Types of workers 
 

Of the total population of workers, they may mutate into other types of workers 

 Worker – default does 1 build point per game tick 

 Striker – does no work 

 Union boss – six strikers can create a union boss 

 Expert Worker – does 3 build points per game tick (created by intern) 

 Master worker – does 5 build points per GT (created by expert workers) 

 Saboteur – can sabotage opponent’s complex (created by radio array)   

 

Barracks 
The barracks house scientists, astronauts, interns, and press agents. 

Astronauts and scientists live in the barracks but will only work if the respective facilities are 

available. 

Interns increase the chance of a worker or scientist becoming and expert. 

Press agents and their favorable opinion help increase the complex’s currency acquisition. 

 

Research Lab and JPL 
The labs where scientists work to unlock technologies on a civ style technology tree. Scientists 

working in the research Lab produce Science Points (SP) which unlock technology tree and Scientists in 

the JPL produce Jet Science Points (JSP) which are used to develop prototype items. 

The JPL require Advanced Flight technology to be fully researched. 
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Scientists can work at either facility. But they are a bit lazy. Unlike workers, scientists won’t go 

on strike, but they will have a work slowdown if there are more science jobs than there are scientists, so 

you’ll want to have more in the barracks then you need.  

 

Scientist mutations 
 

 Scientist = default, can produce 1 SP or 1 JSP when working 

 Mad Scientist = if there are 5 scientists not working and no mad scientist (so 10 not working to 

produce 2), one will mutate into a mad scientist, mad scientists produce SP or JSP to random 

projects constantly, when they are in the lab however, they produce no additional points 

towards the currently selected research project. 

 Dedicated Scientist =  Mutation caused by interns, dedicated scientists produce 2 SP or 2 JSP 

when working. Cannot become a mad scientist. 

 Reverse Engineer = Created by Radio Array, Reverse engineers produce 3 SP or 3 JSP on any 

technology the opponent has master and the player has not.  

 Expert Scientist = if there are five dedicated scientists and no Expert, one will mutate into an 

expert. Any scientist working in the same lab room upgrade as an expert scientist get +1 SP or +1 

JP while working. Cannot become a mad scientist. 

 Astronaut scientists = A former astronaut that washed out of the program and is converted to a 

scientist that does 2 SP or 2 JSP. Cannot become an expert or mad scientist. 

 

The technology tree 
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Starting Tech 
 

Players start the game with Electricity, Radio, and Flight. The rest must be unlocked using SP 

created by the Laboratory. 

 

Manufactory 
 

Once scientists have developed the technology, the manufactory can start producing spaceship 

parts.  

 

Astronaut complex 
 

Unlike other personalities in the game, Astronauts (NAUTs) have their own RPG style stats as 

they are the ones who go on missions.  

Code 
 

NAUT{ 
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} 

 

Upgrades 
 

Upgrades to the astronaut Training center allow the training of stats and skills, as well as let 

players practice mini-games and scenarios they will encounter in space. 

NAUT health 
Injuries, sickness, and bad missions can subtract endurance. If endurance reaches zero, the 

NAUT will washout and, if high enough in rank can become an astronaut scientist, else the NAUT is 

dismissed. 

 

Assembly Building 
 

Here spaceship parts are made into rockets. Once a rocket is assembled it can be sent to storage 

or sent to the launch pad. 

 

Launch Pad 
 

Here the player can see all the information on their mission, weather conditions, their rocket, 

and the NAUTS selected for the mission. 

When ready, the player can launch the mission starting the SPACE (lvl 1 on board workflow). 

Upgrades 

 Pad Expansion – the launch pad can be expanded to launch up to three ROCKETs 

simultaneously. 

 Fire Proofing – improves launch safety 15% 
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Radio Array 
 

The radio array is required to communicate with NAUTS in space and track objects in the sky.  

It is also used to JAM the opponent’s communications and to spy on the opponent. Here you can 

also create spies, such as the Saboteur and the Reverse Engineer, using the secret room upgrade. 

Upgrades 

 Secret Room – Train spies 

 Radio Dish – Up to 20 dishes can be built. Can be set to spy, jam, or transmit.  
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The Moon 
 

The Moon, like space, is affected by both the player and their opponent. The moon’s surface is 

represented as a 2D top-down style map and players move in a turn based style (think Ultima I-III). The 

map is revealed through the LUNAR FLYBY and Lunar Satiate. 

Once the player has adequately assessed a landing site, and have the means, they can land on 

the moon and explore. There are seven landing sites and the first player to explore four of them wins 

the game. 

Lunar Landing 
 

This board is essentially the classic arcade game of Lunar Lander with extra saving throws 

depending on the quality of the player’s Landing Module and NAUTS. 

 

 

Moon Lander (1986) 

 

Lunar Exploration 
 

The moon’s surface is represented as a 2D top-down style map and players move in a turn based 

style (think Ultima I-III). 
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Ultima 2 CGA 

 

It is in this portion of the game, players can achieve the final victory condition. The first player to 

capture 4 of 7 landing zones is the winner. Landing zones are captured by exploring the landing zone and 

placing 3 of 5 flags and returning their NAUTs back to earth successfully.  

Both players can occupy the same landing zone at the same time and compete for flags, but 

once a flag is captured, it cannot be changed.  

Lunar Liftoff 
 

Like Lunar landing but in reverse, players must lift off and orbit with the capsule. 

 

 

Docking  
 

After lunar lift-off, the player must dock the LM with the capsule to return to space. In this mini-

game, the player must move the dot to the center of circle, or make the X Y coordinates equal to zero 

(for visually impaired mode). 

TEXTOUT: 

Left more! 

Down more! 
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Left more! 
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Appendix A – Resources 
 

Admin Building 

 Currency – is acquired after each budget cycle from the budget committee or by completing 

objectives in the Budget Screen. 

 Paperwork – Paper work is a useless resource. It is generated by the depletion of the PPm. The 

Admin office starts off with 3,000 Paperwork and pushing the PPb subtracts 10. It is there to 

give the player a sense of satisfaction, and to remind them to push the PPb. 

Building Materials 

 Steel 

 Concrete 

 Glass  

 Conduit 

 Wires 

 circuits 

 Microchips 

 Plastic 

 Space Age Material 
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Appendix B - Glossary of terms 
 

ADR – A Dark Room 

ADS – A Dark Sky 

AI – Artificial Intelligence. Characters in RMORS use machine-state style AI. 

Browser Based – A Browser based game is a game played in a web browser such as chrome, fire fox, or 

IE. 

Capsule – A special payload that hold NUATs. 

Console – Where users can type textual input 

Currency – The Yuan in china. The Yen in Japan. 

Engine (game) – the sum of all code that runs the game. 

Engine (rocket) – a part of a rocket that expends fuel for movement. 

Event – a part of the game that is non-standard play for the current game board, like an aside in 

Shakespearean terms. Events have their own game board, often involving answering a series of 

questions, solving a puzzle, or engaging in combat. 

Flag – a marker on the moon to signify capturing an area for the victory condition. 

Fuel Tank – Holds x amount of fuel for space missions, used by engine (rocket). 

Lunar Module – a special vehicle for landing and taking off from the moon. 

NAUT – a space traveler, an astronaut 

Parser – A program that allows the computer to read and understand text, particularly input from the 

console. 

PLAN – a mission plan: from assembly, to launch, to space, to moon, back to space, and landing. 

Payload – Either a satellite, NAUT capsule, lunar module, or dummy payload.  

PPb – Push Paperwork Button. 

PPm – Push Paperwork meter controls the flow of time in the game. Pushing the PPb speeds the clock 

up and drinking Tea slows it down. 

RMORS – acronym for “Red Moon Over Rising Sun” (pronounced as remorse) 

Rocket – a space ship consisting of (at minimum) an engine, fuel tank, and a payload 

Victory Condition – the set of circumstances for which one can win the game. 
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Appendix C – A Dark Sky 
 

Overview 
 

A Dark Sky (ADS) is an online-browser-based version of RMORS that is heavily influenced by A 

Dark Room by Doublespeak. In ADS the players will run the Chinese campaign against a Japanese 

opponent simulated by clock events. 

This prototype version of RMORS may have redacted features for the sake of rapid 

development. The features and mechanics of the complete RMORS may change upon discoveries during 

this prototyping process.  

In order to help engage the community the source code for ADS is openly available to the public 

to compare with the source code to A Dark Room. Also a command-line text parser is intergraded into 

the game to make it more accessible to visually impaired/disabled players and to add another dimension 

of world exploration. 

Code 
 

Index.html 
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StoryReader.JS 
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Button.JS 
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Info.JS 
 

roomItem2.js 
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Start.JS 
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Appendix D – Strings 
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Appendix E – Technology Tree 

 


